
Recognizing and  
Responding to  
Microaggressions



Community Norms

u Let this be a brave and safer space

u Speak from personal experience: Use “I” statements to share

u Be open and honest (with us and yourself) 

u Participate fully (at your own comfort level) 

u Listen respectfully

u Share airtime

u Be open to new and different perspectives

u Take risks and lean into discomfort

u Academic Vegas Rule: What’s said here stays with us, what’s learned here, leaves with  
us

u Take a break as you need

u Others?



In The Zoom…

u Experience and knowledge with the concepts under exploration

u Prior professional development and grounded work/practice

u Limited knowledge and experience for whatever reason – Welcome!

u Consider how you might apply this practice to your work

u Equity isn’t rooted in hate or dominant group bashing

u If something feels a bit uncomfortable, notice it, be curious about it before 
discarding

u If something feels affirming, notice it, receive it and be thoughtful of how you share 
that response with others



How I approach this work….

u Through an educative lens

u Without judgement

u Laughter, humility and extension of grace

u I seek not to teach, but to awaken – Robert Frost



What Are  
Microaggressions?



Microaggressions Defined

u  Microaggressions refer to brief and commonplace verbal,  
behavioral, or environmental indignities, whether  
intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile,  
derogatory, or negative slights or insults related to race,  
color, ethnicity, national origin, religion, sex, sexual  
orientation, gender identity/expression, body size/type,  
ability status, age or veteran status



Microaggressions…
PSYCHOLOGISTS REFER TO THEM AS ”DEATH BY A MILLION PAPER CUTS.”



Microaggressions Defined

u  Key things to keep in mind about microaggressions:
u  Commonplace = members of underrepresented communities experience  

microaggressions on an ongoing basis each day
u  Unintentional = most of the time, people who commit microaggressions  

don’t realize they’re doing it
u  Brief slights = because these are typically not examples of “overt”  

oppression, they are easily dismissed by those who commit them as “no big  
deal”

u  Microaggressions are “the everyday encounters of subtle  
discrimination that people of various marginalized groups  
experience throughout their lives” – Kevin Nadal



What Types of  
Microaggressions  
Do We Experience?



Verbal Microaggressions

u  Verbal microaggressions occur in a variety of ways:
u  Coded language

u  Ex: “sexual preference” or“thug”

u  Comments that are dismissive of a person’s perspective  
or lived experience

u  Ex: telling someone who points out a problematiccomment  
or behavior that they are being “overly sensitive”

u  Comments that are based on stereotypes
u  Ex: asking an African American colleague if he played  

basketball in college or asking an Asian American colleague to  
help you with math

Information from Nadal et. al 2014, Alabi 2015, Sue et al. 2009, and Sue 2011



Nonverbal Microaggressions

u  Nonverbal microaggressions can occur in a couple of different ways:
u  They can be behaviors that communicate distrust or disrespect

u  Ex: crossing to the other side of the street when a young male of color is  
approaching

u  They can be actions that communicate invalidation
u  Ex: when people of color are never asked for their  

opinions in the workplace
u  Ex: a male colleague rolls his eyes when awoman  

complains about the lack of women in leadership  
positions on campus

Information from Sue et al. 2009 and Lopez and Zepeda



Environmental Microaggressions

u  Environmental microaggressions are present in a lot of  
different contexts:

u  They can be signs or posters ondisplay
u  Ex: a poster that features Asian caricatures with exaggerated slantedeyes

u  Ex: a poster that shows women in sexualized or objectified poses or positions

u  They can be symbols ondisplay
u  Ex: a Confederate Flag hanging in a residence hallwindow

u  They can be public messages ondisplay
u  Ex: racial slurs painted in the Free ExpressionTunnel





Let’s Discuss

u What was affirming in the video?
u What was surprising?

u What would you like to learn more about?



How Do We  
Respond When  
We Encounter  
Microaggressions?



Processing Possible Responses

u Attributional Ambiguity
u  Did that just happen?

u  Am I misinterpreting what happened?

u  Was what happened motivated by bias?

u Response Indecision
u  What should I do?

u  How should I respond?

Information from Lopez and Zepeda.



Processing Possible Responses

u Time-limited Responding
u  Something happened and now the moment  

has passed before I could respond.
u  I can’t or don’t want to deal with this right  

now.

u Denying Experiences
u  I’m sure they didn’t mean anything by it.
u  We’re colleagues. I know she doesn’t think  

that way. She couldn’t have meant that.

Information from Lopez and Zepeda.



Processing Possible Responses

u Impotency of Action
u  It won’t do any good to speak up.

u  Saying something won’t change the way anyone thinks.

u  It isn’t worth the effort.

u Fear of Consequences
u  If I say something, I might get fired.

u  Others will get upset if I say something.

Information from Lopez and Zepeda.



What Toll Do  
Microaggressions  
Take on Us?



Understanding the Emotional Impact

u We spend a lot of emotional energy trying to determine 
the intentions of individuals who commit  
microaggressions against us

u There is emotional risk involved in engaging others in  
conversations about their behaviors and the impact of  
those behaviors, especially when such conversations  
lead to defensiveness

u Choosing not to respond to microaggressions can cause 
us to feel guilty about not speaking up, to get stuck in a  
loop of thinking about what we could have/should have  
said, and to feel angry at ourselves for our lack of  
action

Information from Sue et. al 2009, Alibi 2015 and Sue 2011.



Understanding the Emotional Impact

u We sometimes “make excuses” for people who 
commit microaggressions by coming up with reasons  
to justify their behaviors and later have a hard time
dealing with the way those justifications ignored our  
own feelings and experiences

u The psychological exhaustion of having to cope with  
these repeated encounters results in feelings of self-
doubt, frustration, isolation, anxiety, anger, and  
fatigue, and the pent-up nature of these feelings can  
also take a physical toll

Information from Sue et. al 2009, Alibi 2015 and Sue 2011.



On Belonging…
u When social groups interact, notions of “insiders” and 

“outsiders” develop.

u For instance, several recent studies have examined 
how the anxiety of feeling stigmatized can lead to  
dysregulated eating and psychological distress.

u Effects of exclusion:

u  Reduced intelligent thought and reasoning;

u  Increased self defeating behavior;

u  Reduced pro-social behavior;

u  Impaired self regulation;

u  Reduction of meaning and purpose;

u  Decreased well being

Dr. Valerie Purdie Greenaway



Physiological needs
air, water, food, shelter, sleep, clothing, reproduction

Maslow's hierarchy of needs



Is it a Microaggression?

u A white, male assistant professor says to a colleague, “Someone mistook 
me for a security guard.”

u I ask, “How did that make you feel?”
u He responds, “Fine. It was funny.”

u Is this a microaggression?



Is it a Microaggression?

u If you change the race of the individual in the same scenario, the  
outcome of the scenario might also change.

u An African-American, male, assistant professor says, “Someone mistook 
me for a security guard.”

u A colleague asks, “How did that make you feel?”

u He responds, “I am so sick of it. No one ever sees me, or people who look  
like me, as a professional with a degree.”



What Are Some  
Everyday  
Microaggressions?



Microaggressions Against Women

u In the workplace:
u  Interrupting or talking over women

u  Restating the points made by women

u  Dismissing women’s complaints about  
campus climate as “overly emotional  
reactions”

u  Using sexist language and sexist jokes
u  Environmental invalidations (wage gap, glass  

ceiling, etc.)



Microaggressions Against People of Color

u In the workplace:
u  Asking a person of color to share their  

perspective on a race-related issue

u  Praising people of color for being “articulate”

u  Making comments to people of color about “not  
seeing race” or “living in a post-racial society”

u  Repeatedly mispronouncing the name of a  
person of color

u  Calling one person of color by the name of  
another person of color

Information from Solórzano et al. 2000, Rivera et al. 2010, and Sue et al. 2009.



Microaggressions Against People of Color

u In the workplace:
u  Speaking slowly to people of color

u  Correcting the pronunciation of people of color

u  Asking people of color where they are from

u  Assuming Hispanic/Latinx people of color are Mexican  
or Asian American people of color are Chinese

u  Complaining to others about the accents of people of color

Information from Solórzano et al. 2000, Rivera et al. 2010, and Sue et al. 2009.



Impact of Microaggressions

u Women and people of color are often assumed 
to be less qualified and less capable, which can  
lead to:

u  Feelings of self-doubt (internalized oppression)
u  Feeling guarded around colleagues or employers in  

the face of low expectations
u  Feeling like they have to work twice as hard for the  

same level of recognition
u  Feeling exhausted by having their actions and  

performance under constant scrutiny
u Women and people of color are also often

underrepresented in the workplace, which  
increases the isolation and “othering” of these  
experiences

Information from Solórzano et al. 2000.



Microaggressions Against People with Disabilities

u In the workplace:
u  Arguing that providing accommodations “doesn’t prepare  

them to be successful on their own in the real world”
u  Viewing accommodations as a burden or inconvenience
u  Viewing accommodations as an unfair advantage

u  Being dismissive of a disability or its impact because it isn’t  
visible

u  Assuming a person with a disability has limited potential
u  Assuming you can speak loud enough for everyone in the  

room to hear you
u  Planning team builders that depend on physical ability
u  Scheduling courses or meetings in inaccessible locations



Microaggressions Against GLBT People

u In the workplace:
u  Assumption of heterosexuality

u  Assumption of universal GLBT experience
u  Intrusive personal questions  

u  Reinforcing the gender binary  

u  Misnaming or misgendering

u  Attributing identity to pathology

u  Viewing inclusion as an inconvenience or burden

Information from Nadal 2014.



Microaggressions in the Search Process

u  Arguing that you want to recruit a diverse pool of  
applicants but you want to ensure everyone is qualified

u  Commenting that a job candidate of color was “articulate”  
during their presentation or interview

u  Questioning whether a candidate of color would be a  
“good fit” for the department or institution

u  Questioning whether a woman might be planning to have  
children in the future

u  Questioning the credibility of more-affordable state  
colleges or HBCUs



How Can We  
Address  
Microaggressions?





Case Study Breakout

u During a staff meeting, a junior staff member offers a suggestion for consideration by the 
body. Immediately following this suggestion, a senior staff member offers an alternate  
option without acknowledging the previous suggestion. Discussion of the senior staff  
member’s contribution ensues with no discussion occurring on the previous suggestion.

u The Unit Administrator has created and charged a steering committee to help with the 
development of the unit’s next strategic plan. The steering committee is comprised of  
senior leadership and members from various offices in the department/unit. At one of the  
first meetings, one of the senior administrators in the department comes into the  
conference room a few minutes late and has a seat at the table. Discussion around the  
table continues; however, the person seated on the right of the latecomer keeps their  
chair turned and body leaned forward effectively blocking the presence and  
participation of this other committee member.

From Diverse Issues in Higher Education



Points To Consider When Navigating  
the Territory of Microaggressions

u Are there identifiable, troubling behaviors or dispositions represented?
u Are there specific instances of microaggressions occurring in the following 

scenarios?

u What, if any, assumptions are you operating under?

u Do the actions or inactions appear intentional or unintentional?

u Who has the responsibility to provide corrective learning opportunities?
u What can be done to reduce the miscommunication, misperception, or 

incivility displayed?

Charleon A. Jeffries - Penn State Univeristy



Strategies for Responding to  
Microaggressions

u Paraphrase
u  Make sure what you heard is what they said.

u  I think what you said was ; is that correct?

u Ask for Clarity
u  Ask them to help you understand what they meant.

u  Can you elaborate on what you meant by that?

Information from Goodman 2011.



Strategies for Responding to  
Microaggressions

u Share Your Own Process and Challenge the Underlying Stereotype
u  It helps others to feel less self-conscious and defensive when you share that you used to think  

or feel similar things, and it helps them expand their awareness when you offer alternative  
perspectives.

u  I overheard you make the comment that . I used to think that too, but then I  
learned .

u Separate Intent from Impact and Express your Feelings
u  Let them know you understand that they didn’t mean to be  

offensive, but explain why their comment made you uncomfortable.
u   I know you didn’t intend this, but when you said ,  

I felt because .

Information from Goodman 2011.



An activity

u Think about a time that you overheard a comment 
that you realized was offensive or hurtful to others

u In breakouts, please share the following:
u  What the microaggression was

u  In what way it was offensive to others

u  How you could respond to this microaggression  
if you encountered it again?



How Can We Take  
Ownership of the  
Microaggressions  
We Commit?



What to Do When You Get Called Out (I  
Prefer Call In)

u Remember that oppressive attitudes and actions are systemic, which means they are 
taught and learned within our culture, so we all perpetuate them whether we are  
conscious of it or not

u Recognize that this moment is about impact rather than intent

u Listen to understand the perspectives of others

u Take a deep breath and give yourself a moment to process what you’ve heard

u Acknowledge and take ownership of the impact on others

u Commit to learning from this moment



What NOT to Do When You Get Called Out

u Don’t dismiss others’ comments as them “being overly sensitive,” “making a big deal  
out of nothing,” or “blowing things out of proportion”

u Don’t become defensive

u Don’t explain that you “didn’t mean it that way”

u Don’t shut down and refuse to engage emotionally in the moment

u Don’t tone police the way others respond to their experience of oppression

u Don’t expect others to educate you

Expecting marginalized people to disregard
their own emotions and calmly educate you
is the epitome of privilege



Strategies for Acknowledging Our  
Own Microaggressions

u Invite dialogue when there are signs that it is
necessary, but do not expect others to do the
work of educating you.

u  “I feel like you had a strong reaction to what I  
just said. If you are willing to discuss what just  
happened, I would be interested in talking about  
it.”



Strategies for Acknowledging Our  
Own Microaggressions

u Respect the emotional risk and vulnerability it takes for someone to share the impact your 
action had. Express appreciation and a willingness to engage.

u  “Thank you for letting me know how my comment made you feel. No one  
has ever brought this to my attention before. Your willingness to have this  
conversation with me has helped me understand the ways my comment  
was problematic.”

u We all commit microaggressions. Take ownership of yours and express 
a commitment to growth.

u  “I am sorry that what I said hurt you. That wasn’t my intention, but I will be  
intentional about trying to avoid hurting others in that way in the future.”





D

Micro-Affirmations
Dr. Rowe coined the phrase "Micro-Affirmation," which  
is defined as a subtle message that lets an employee  
know they are doing well and are expected to succeed.

>
>
>

>

>

Provide clear expectations for performance.  
Provide constructive feedback.
Provide opportunities for professional  
development.
Be the position example.
Be open to other's ideas, comments, and  
observations.
Share the power.
Praise for work well done in public.

14



On Cultural Humility

u Cultural humility: self-reflective, other-oriented, and power-attenuating 
openness to clients as multicultural beings (Hook, Davis, Owen, Worthington, &  
Utsey, 2013); high value on the client/patient as the expert of their lives, and of
the therapist as an active collaborator; respect, openness, egoless, and  
consideration of the client’s cultural background

u Additionally across studies, cultural humility involves developing mutual 
partnerships that address power imbalances and an other-oriented stance  
open to new cultural information (Mosher, Hook, Farrell, Watkins, & Davis,  
2017).

u Counterbalance to cultural competence by promoting orientation of 
attending to the client’s cultural background in the moment with critical  
reflection of one’s biases and privileges



Cultural Sensitivitry:::-:::----:-::---------_J
Cultural Competency
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Stephanie Helms Pickett
July 14, 2019 ·
We met in 1987. A few were from single parent  
homes. A few from the inner city. One was an  
only child, others had siblings. Somehow God  
saw fit to allow our paths to cross, and they’ve  
been intersecting ever since. We’ve celebrated  
birthdays, marriages, promotions and goals.
We’ve mourned deaths, breakups and  
breakdowns. But here we stand. Black women  
united and loving. This is the reality that we  
know. Happy 50th Birthday @kieshiacobb !

An Opportunity for Cultural Humility



r don't understand

Like · Reply · 17m

Stephanie Helms Pickett Do you  
identify as a Black woman?
Because if not, it is likely that you  
may not understand nor relate to  
the narrative that is painted in
society regarding Black women . We  
do not share race nor gender with  
the individuals who dominate. As  
such, the nar... See More

c:::::======· Reply · 13m

Stephanie &ns Pickett Kathy,  
you are responding to Stephanie,  
who is Stephanie Henderson's  
sorority sister. She will have to  
speak for herself. But as for me, I  
never sell myself short. I would also  
suggest that other Black women  
see our race as an asset. And when  
you miss that aspect of who we are,  
you are ignoring the aspects of our  
identity that have perpetuated  
violence, silence, hatred and  
bigotry. When you refuse to see  
and acknowledge color, you  
continue a narrative of invisibility  
which is harmful and unfortunate.  
Black and Strong are synonymous.  
We don't have to give up one  
because you say so. Goodnight.



The fact that we are here and that  
we speak these words is in an
attempt to break that silence and  
bridge some of those differences  
between us for it is not difference  
which immobilizes us, but silence  
and there are so many silences to
be broken. – Audrey Lorde



Any  
Final
Questions?

Stephanie Helms Pickett  
smhelmsp@ncsu.edu and inclusive-
excellence@ncsu.edu

mailto:smhelmsp@ncsu.edu
mailto:excellence@ncsu.edu
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